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The Speech Events Structuring Written Composition

Questions. about how students cateborizethe social situa-

tions of their world and use theSe categories to differentiateJ
a

their ways of speaking and writing have become increasingly

important the study of 'school language-in general and of

school writing in particular. The sociolinguistic perspective

marked a radical charge in writing research in both analysis of

components and definitions of competence. In the analysis of

components, the -early studies of grammatical forms examined the

Structure and frequency of these forms, not their social associa-

tions, and :the ,early studies of process Structures examined the

tinning and form of these procedures, not their associations with

particular speech events.

In the analysiS of competence,' -the early studies of writing

adopted ChomskyPs view that competence was based ;p1-1 "an ideal

speaker-listner, 4n acoolpletely homogeneous spee community"

(Chomsky,1965:73). In these studies, competence meant rsyrltzctic

maturity (Hunt; 1965), a "stage..'.within the mind" -(Roh-

man,1965:27), or, as in the. following recent example, an. ima-

gined, ideal instructors-

To gauge the Reader-Based effectiveness `of this
repOrt, skim quickly- over pr4ft 1 and imigine'the
response of the instructor of the course, who needed

toanswer theSe questions.;;Next, try the same test
on Draft 2. (Flower, 1979:34)

c":

In the area of competence, soe'ialinguistie theory says that

participants have different capabilities for-different contexts,

have a tacit .knewledge of relationships in a speech event, and

exhibit a wide schere,of capabilities in speech performance, not
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just. grammatical ability (Hymes, J979:45)-

In the area of analysis, sociolinguistic theary'begns,with

the assumption that "oral language i
;-s ';the sea on Which every-7.

;thing else floats" and ghat "'writing begins as written down

speech" -(Britton, 1970:165).. ,Vachek, for one, has shown how

writing is like oral Janguage and at the same 'tiMe 'different,-

arguing that the two are. "functionally complementary" systems

(Vachek, 1973:14). Vygotsky has shown how. this, similarity 'and

difference develop in language acquisition.. V9gotsky says that

children begin by imitaing aloud the,language they hear -in every:-..

day life, then they compress their external speech into internal

monOlogues, and then in writing they make the change "from maxi-
,.

mally compact inner speech to maximally detailed written speech"

(Vygotsky, 1962:100).

A ,number q'sf researchers have recogni:led that- the most

critical probleth in the structuring of meaning in writing is --the,

structuring of the imagined speech event remembered from the oral

language experiencel

I further assume that the difficulty of writing good prose
arisesLlargely. from the linguistic abnormality of addressing
a monologue to an unseen and unknown audience. (Hirsch,1977:58)

The most critical adjustment one makes is. to relinquish
collaborative .discourse, with its reciprocal prompting and
cognitive cooperation, and-go it alone. (Moffett, 1968:87)

One of the first problems in understanding the. structure of

speech events is the distinction among speech situations, speech

events, and speech acts (Hynes, , 974). -.A wedding is a speech

situation with such speech events as conversations and the ritual

'ceremony, ,and a speech event has within it many different kinds



of speech acts expressing. relations among the components in a

speech event..

In

y.

studies of the speech events structuring writing, three

relationships are primary. -- distancing, expressing the

relationship between writer and audience; processing, expressing

the "relationship_ between writer and- subject; and modelling,

expressing the relationship between Writer and text. Speech acts

can be words or phrases' which mark or- signal particular

relationships. JDiStancind speech acts etpress such relationships

-as verbal jeopardy" (Pratt, 1977:21.5), camaraderie, formality, and
. .

hesitancy Layoff, 1977); proceSing,speechacts distinguish

between approximate and normative subjects (G. Lakoff,1975) and

between" connected and integrated subj.acts (Chafe, . in press;

Kroll, 1977); and modelling speech acts.distinguisti between,tran-
,,

sitory-and_permanet,or archival texts (Olson, 1980:106).

RUpPOSE

In the. shift to a sociolinguistic perspective. in theories of

modern discourse, three problems have been identified as

particu4arly important (Odell, 1979): (i) Are the categories of

purpose consistent with the reasons students "give for the

Choices they. make in producing a piece of writing?" (2) "Would

different evaluation procedures lead us to make different

judgments about a given sttAentTs writing performance?" and (3)

"Is it in fact true that different kinds of writing tasks eliCit

different kinds of mriting performance from students?" The

problems of category definition, norms, and differentLal use are

the focus of the three hypotheses guiding this present study:



I. The Speech Event Hypothesis: The four speed- 'events of

encoding, 'conversations, presentations, and ritual are, an

underlying structure student .writing and expresss the

purposes of student writers in- four- areas -- distancing to

audience, processing of subject, matter, modelling of text, arid

learning to'write.the code (ecloding) .-

II. The Norm Hypothesis:' When evaluation prOcedures express the,

judgments cf teachersj.n ,a school dis.tj-ict) the- evaluation Scale

.-will. distribute. student writing in a developmental sequenCe-

from bottom to top..
s;-

'III. The Differential Use Hypothesis: When students are given

different writing tasks, .they-wilL change their use of speech

event markers in their writing.

The Speech Event Hypothesis

The spee'dh event hypothesis focuses an the, problem of how to

define the primary structure of a piece of, writing. The. primary

, structurre of a piece of writing should express thfl Writer's

purposes, shoUld -be' simple enough to use, and! ,should .have

eyidential support in previous research on structure in writing.

The speech events proposed in this study are; marked by "speech

acts expressing particular relationships of writer-audience,

writer-subject, writer-text, and writer-encoding. The last

relationship rulers to the problemsOf learning the_code_sUch as

holding the pencil and making letters.

A preliminary inquiry into the _reasOns given by five stu-

dents for their choices in two writing samples suggetts that the

descriptions of purpose are often lust another way of describing

4 6,



the relattonships among the" compOnents in a- speech. event.. Al-.

though some student comments expressed uncertainty ("I don't

know") , most student comments could be categorized as one of four=

relationships in a speech event : (1) writer-audience relations,

the self ("I just felt like it") aria others ( "wanted her to know

it," "get a good grade")3 (2) writer -topic relations ("So I could

explain it," "This happened first to it had.to be moved"): (3)

writer-text relations ("I knew he would put it on the wail," "Oh,

I thought I'd throw it away anyway")': and (4) wri.ter-process

relations ("I couldn't remember so I left a space," "I kept one

sheet for notes").

Although these typical relationships within speech events

appear to represent the reasons that students give for their

choices while writing, the students do not recogni,ze, typical

categories as the ones they use to classify tpeech events. For

example, students often confuse Moffett''s categories of memoir

and autobiography) of history ind chronicle, of recording and

reporting, and of'generalizing and theorizing (Moffett, 1968:47).

What categories do students recognize and use? They recog-

nize categories of speech events from their experience with oral

lsanouage. They recognize that in writing there. are "real" events.

and "pretend" events, and then there are conversations ("like

talking to friends"), presentations ("like giving a speech in

'class "), ritual ceremonies Mike the declaration of indepen--

dence ar the flag slaute"), and encodkAaevets such as thOse-

in. which a student. has an interchange with a foreign visitor

who cannot speak English.

7-



4.

:Thus,. the first requirement of a category is .that it be ,

based-on experience from oral language. The secondrectirement is

that it be structured and -imple so that it can be used by

students as a cognitive schethe to differentiate ways of4aapilins

and writing. According to cognitive theory, the most useful

categories are "typical instances" (Bruner,1956:64), a "formula"

or "caricature", (Bruner11960:25), "a sterotyped situation"-(Min-
)

sky,l975:1), or prototype (Rosch,1977). Rosch found, for in-

stance that people organize some categories around prototypes,

not a list of features, and,. as a result, the category bird

coheres around the prcitotype robin, with penguin somewhere near

the boundary of tHe category and chicken between the penguin at

the boundary and the robin at the point of central tendency. The

use of prototypes to define speech;events means that Category

membership is a matter of more or less, not all or none.- For

example,between letter and court testimony,a perSonal letter is-

probably the most prototypical conversation in writing, and some

story telling and court testimony may be very close to the

boundary separating conversations and presentations. In addition,

conversations and encoding are a pair, and presentations and

rituals area pair. The simplicity gained by using prototypes

such as conversations dcleslnot necessarily mean- a losss of

stability when individual features are examined. For example,

Britton et al. reported a ,stable association of writer-audience

and writer-subject relationships'in transactional writing (Britton

et al., 1975:189-190).

The features of protatypidal ibeech events are the language



markers of three speech. acts expressing the relationships'of dis-

t6cino' (writer-audience), processing. (writer-subject),.- and

iodelin0.(writer-texW Much of the work. 'of identifying'a useful

code hz1s, been completed by Willid;iiy and Hassan (1976),, Loban

(1976),,Kroll (1977)", Keenan (19,77), and Chafe (in press), Olson

wags particularly helpf61 in. his discussion, of school textbooks gs

4 form of ritual (Olson, 198P). Most of the code is lexical.

Syntax was not Used because, among other things, Rubin and Piche

found that syntax was "neither clear nor easily interpretable" as

a marker of audience adaptation, They suggested, "Perhaps other

linguistic. variables (e.g., lexical) would yield more profitabl6

insights, in this respect" (RUbin and Piche, 1979:313).

The encoding speech event presents a special coding problem.

The three relations of distancing, 'Processing, and thodeling.

appear to be distinctive features in such speech 'events As

conversations but may have Limited usefulness As markers of the

encoding speech event- Rubiii And Piche, for example, suggest

that the,absence in their data of audience sensivitY :from

fourthigraders may haveabeen due to "An added 'cognitive load

posed by the act -(xf writing" (Rubin and Fiche, 1979:312-313),

Dore, among others, has identified the,problem of analyzing the

Language of young l'earners.-.

The two-sided-thesis I want to Piopose, here is that
conversation is the immediate communicative content for
language developNent, but, that properties .of conversa-
tion.' itself...cannot explain the abstract structure of
the languad... (Dora, 1979:339).

.

Dore proposes a speech event framewor.k. he calls "C-A'cts" or

7
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"Protocol:)yersetional acts" .which are .not full blown,COnversations

but. Which are 4 set of "communicative behaviors which appear
. 0.

before word production" (Dore, 1979:2..42). Bruner 'calls these

,speech events "joint action formets" (Bruner, ''1 :979:87), What

Dore, and Bnrue;. examine'in these events is the- behavior "indicat--
.

ing lanck-tage trategiet. Two approaches to the' encoding: Speech-
.

event will be used ,in this present study of writing, the coding

.of misspelling (Wing and Baddeley, 1980) and ciarhies - (Graves,

'1.9i9-;- McDonnell and Osburn, 1.980)' and coding of the location and

tiMe of pauses, using the techniques developed by Matsuhashi

(1981). The difference between this work and Matsuhashi'S is .

that MAtsuhesici.examined only good writers, as

ers, and thit study. Will' examine the pauses of

levels of competencylon a district'exAmination

reported by teach-
,.

writers at various

in writing. -

- !

The cognitive mddel used in this study ag'suMes;. that two.
,

mechanisms. of memory activation are at work, automaticity and

attention, and that bOth can occur simultaneously (Posner and

Snyder,- 1975), The'Lmechanim of automaticity responds to the

task of writing letterl b.J activating both' low-level stimulus

analysis (Wh4t letters make what words?) and.'seman4-,i6 analysis An,

.
related or associated memory locations (Of the words Oat come to

mind, which seem to work?) . Automaticity( never inhibits
%

retrieval. Whatever is,triggere0, goOd or bad, I comes out. In

the higher leVels of writing competency, automaticity is fast and

use no attention or ver4 little in the ptocOsSing of ;small

units, and, as a result_, the mechanism ofattention can be used

to encode larger units of. text, helping
.

organize .paragraphs,
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provide sentence- ''transitiOns, and so forth, while automticity-\,
.

f3 '
,

i

- .

'1.

.
,_, . . ., / ._.

lhandles the euctudiivg 6t.smail. units-, 3 )

-
.

In the lowest leveaS of'wisiting coMpbtencYphowever-, automar -

ticity i,s Often slow, often. retr,leving unworkable letters and

Words,- and; as a.resulty the mechanism of attention must- .comp4n7

sate for.' the .tailk.Cresrof 'automaticity (Stanovich, 1980) When

all of attention is used -for smaller units like- letters and ,

words, it: caonot he used for organizi.ng larger units like sen-
,

tenCes and.p.iF45raPHS, This general model of_cognitkve prOcess-

,

ing is workapleawithin 9iter a duplex or levels theorm df memory
r. a

(KlatSKY, J980:26). If an encoding effect is-present, a signifi-
.

cAnt statistical decrease of encoding features should occur-froM -

the bottom to,-the top,

In summary, the first hypothesis proposes that there . are
5

four. speech events, .structurin4 student writing in schodls--

rituals, presen:Lations, conversations, and encoding.- Presenta-

tions and r itual.s have far distances to audience, perManent

, texts, highly orOanizeds,subjects. The difference. is that rituals

have, formulaic expressions' Associated with Particalar sPeeCh

.

events' ( "tic you take, this woman to be 'your lawfully wedded
.

.

.

wife?"). Conversations, on the other hand, have close distances,

/. Impermanent texts, And loosely organized 'subjects.. Encoding

events are characterized- by numerous starts and stops as the
,

writer struggleS to 'encode the language,. very
.

_mucA like -am,,

exchange with a foreign visitor who idoes not know the language dr_

with a- child who is learning-to speak -. To, establish the -first

9- 11



A

hypothesis as correct, the features of distancing, processing,
,

..and modeling should show a. consistent and stable relationship

within the speech events of conversations and presentations,

I etthr..m HuRotbefi i5

1

./*

The seconp hypothesis argues that.. the minimum_..proficiency'

examination in schools is a partiOular, type of speech situetion.
..'

. 4
in which the-teachers, 'with sae of the ultimate- values of. the ,.

,
..) '--.

institution at',isSue, will rank student writing in.a develoPmen-
/

.
sequen&e.from bottom to tok. In other words, the Writing

samples' that are structured by speech events learned late in

-development will be-those that receive the higtiest scores. ft,is

.64t much of the.. developmental scale isconigined in a
J _

,single grade) :Says Moffett, -"I know from resqyarch I ,have con-

ducted .in°:gradO 4-12 that the development of writing is

-
unbelievably relative, to the- poiAt that puiil capacity,seems to

vary ;as much horizontally;:throughout'the'popidation of one- grade

Las it daes'sverti&elIy through.the
/, -

grades" (Moffekt, 1968:54) .
.

Many studies have identified-students as being at some level,

of schocil- competency, but _no'tudy has ettempted,to determine

wheth.eir,orliot there- are common. values gdverning writing assess-

-
.

ment throughout a.1 'scHool district,' Both-Emig (1.971Y and Perl
, .

,,
(1978) base their classifidat.ions on teacher 'reportsi but there

. _

no descriPtion or the underlying scale of competenCe. The
0.

recent minirm-competency legisliitiOnr* and .the .deverOpmelA of-

writing assessment procedures by districts make Possaile, ,maybe



for the first time, the study of 5ca1e of competency used

throughout a ithool district.

The fact 'that the foU5 speech events represent a developmen-

tal continuum in the schools i suggested by Britton et al.

Their year by year data show increases in writing for the teacher'

examiner, .decreases for the teacher7learner -dialogue, increases
0

for transactional writing, and low but constant levels for

expressive wriLing But Britton does not have data on how the

schools assessed this writing,. and, therefore, the relationship

between the different types of writing 4nd school norms remains

.speculative. Tests .of statistical significance will he used to

determine whether the speech events have strong or weak associa-

tios with particular score levels on the district scale used in

writing assessment. If the speech events re strongly associated

with different score levels, then the qequence from bottom to top

'can be -mtched against what is known about -language and writing

.

development and trends from one grade level to another.

Ib Diffenential Use 8.12Qtbesil

, . \
Odell observes that many'studeilts do not--Mtke even gross

. distinctions among communicative events, approaching- "different

tasks with a single set df oversimplified rules." Odell asks, "Is

it in fact true that different kinds o* writing tasks elicit. dif-

ferent kinds of writing'' performance from students?" (Odell,

1979g41), The :third .hypothesis is that students do change the

speech event markers, in their writing when they shift to a task

requiring at change. To:establish this hypothesis, statistical
, 13

11



tests must show ,that when students in the profi&iency examination

are given two piece.. lf writing, essay and a letter, -conversa-

tional markers significz.ntly increase in the letter.

The speech events s ucturing writing samples are th pri-

mary focus of this present' study, but these writing samples occur

within larger speech situations which determine issues of task

validity, scoring scale validity, scoringreliability, coding and

sampling. The discussion in this section will put these issues

in a social linguistic perspective. In this perspective, the

writing exam is valid if it satisfies its social claims. . The

exam claims to require performance which parents and teachers-

/value. The validitu question is, Is there evidence that parents

and teachers approve the exam as requiring performance they

value. Iii a' cognitive perspective, the exam is valid if it

claims to measure the two kinds of writing in the two tasks, but

it is invalid if it claims to measure all writing skills.

Within the lArOer sfiech $itution, the present study-
.

focuses on four hypothesized speech events-7encoding, tf:onversa-

,tions, presentAtionsy And rituals, and within the speech events

the study examines the cognitive act of distributing attention

nd the three.speech acts of distancinl to audience, proCessing

subject, and modelling text. Each of the speech acts is binary?,

12
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having' contrasting markers for close/far audiences,

approximate/norMative-embedded subjects, .and

.permanent/impermanent texts. , Although each writing sample may

use all marker 0 a given speech event is represented by the domi-

mmce piwti.&lar types/. Writing structured by conversations

has more mark rs of ,close audienee, approximate subjects, and

impermanent xts. Writing structured by presentations has more

marker- of far audience normative-embedded subjects, and per-

mane) texts. Writing structured by encoding speech events, on

the other hand, has more language markers of encoding problems

and n re cognitive markers of attention t6 small

represerr,L by the location and length of pauses during the/Kt

of WH.ting, These cognitive markers represent 4 different dimen-
_

sion of processing, processing procedures rather than stAbject.

Last) writing structured by ritual speech, events has more-

. footnotes,' references,. abstracts of:articles) sub-titles' colons

in sentences and titles, pharts, and'figures, 'These ritual mark-

ers represent a different dimension of modelling, modelLi!kag a

.

social artifact or icon, not just : text (01sOn? 198cp. But

these markers generally did not appear in the writin0 samples and
1

Were droPPed from consideration, The ri-tual speech event was

retained in the hypothesis fdr reasons to be discussed later,

idii Qf

Parents and teachers-designed an essay and letter topic and

the setting (fifty minutes each, in class) to rewire tiwiminiMum

performance necessary for graduation from high school-. For

.



parentSy the validit, question wasy Do the topics represent what.

students should b' able to write 4bout when they leave high.

.school? For teachers, the validity question was, DO the topics

represent what students can or do write about in schools? Meet-

ings on these two questions, usually involving both parents and
, .

teachersy began in the fall of/l978 and decisions were made.

the spring of'1979. The district research office gave technical

advice at the later meetings. The school board reviewed the

decisions- and gave. its approval. 1979 was the first year of the

exam, ana the 1980 and 1981 exams ,followed the same format;

Topics -and procedures were piloted'during 197771978.

The ,essay tppics.were "an object you re attached to" (Fall'

I977)y "a.person you like y- dislike, or.admire" (Spring 1978), "a

person who has had the most influence on your life" (1980)y ano

flan educational field trip...where you think. the Class- should go'

and why" (1981). The letter was the 'same for 1980. and 1.981

"Write a -letter to the 'employment agency below and explain what

job you would like-and what your qualifications are."

1idit '..if the $ataLitii

The papers were scored using holistic scoring prOcedures and

a' six-point scale (Myers, 1980), Selected papers defined and

anchored each point; They validity question wasp How- generaliz-

able is the scale to other school communities? 1.06 teachers in

fiverother cities were asked to,rank the unmarked papers 1 to 6

and to estimate what percentage of the students in their classes

above and below the scale. 70 percent of these teachers

14 16



scored papers 1 (bbttom), 2, and 6 (top) the same as the local

raters, Seventy peiwent also rated. paper 5 as a 5 or 6, and over

70 percent rated the two'middle papers as a 3 or A. The teachers

estimated that 26 percent Of their students wrote papers .better

[

than the top, and that 4.percent of their students wrote papers

worse .than the bottom. Because the -teachers taught' all grades,.

7-12, and the samples were only from ninth graders, this

discrepancy was -expected

Each -Paper wzts scored twice by different readers. 4nd reed a

third. time -by a lead reader if the two scorer differed by more

than one, In the third readin5, one score changed. The two

scores from the six-point scale "were 'then- added together, prOduc-

, ind a 2-12 scale. Scorin,4 reliability was estimated in two

waYs--by the number of even scores, showing the two readers

agreed, and by the number of third. readings. A check. of 3,819

PgPers . in the 1980 reading showed 67 percent of the scores were

even and 33 percent were odd. Less than 5 percent of the l.;aPers

, were read g third ,,,-time. in any of the three readings--1978

(including' 1977 papers), 1980, and 1981.

SamraiW1 Eireetnz

Random samples were drawn from six populationsl copied, and-7

the originals returned. Some copies hAd to he dropped from the .

sample because of an Absence of grade or score information rind

because f.W. copies 'too light to read. The light copies did not

17



cluster in any particUlar score category. The numbers in the

population and sample and the hypothesis tested by a given sample

are shown in Table 1:

INSERT. TABLE 1

C

eaRer.5

From a pilot count of :1.977 4 List of over 100 speech

event markers was.prepared and then all markers were countEid in

sample papers, For each napery the speech act index for distanc.-

ing, 'prbcessing,and modelling was calc\dated, dividing recurrent

markers by number of words and adding the result to markrs like

titles, which could only appear in 4 paper once, The words in

the forMulas below are examples of the words appearing on the

marker

Conversational Distancing (Close Distancing):

You (us, ours) + me (my, mine)

+ I comments la think, I believe)VII
Total Words

16

One-time orientations

(I am writing about)'



Presentational Distancing (Far Distancing)::

Distant sentence subjects (nouns)

+ new information marker (A)

Total Words

Opening sentence without

I, me, My, you inNN

subject position

Conversational Processing (Approximate Processing)

and, (but, or) + hedges (sorta) + leaps (ieally, a lot)

Total Words

Presentational processing (NOrmative"and Embedded
Processing):

embeddings (if, who however) + modifiers.

+ qualifications (in general, perhaps)

Total Words

Conversational Modeling (Transitory Modeling):

Ptinctuation Mark (I, CAPS, Underlining)

I + slang (gotcha)

Tdtal Words

One-TiMe Ending

(The End)

Presentational Modeling (Permanent Modeling):

'Title + a statement marked as a conclusion at the end

17
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The index far given speech event was the total of indexes, for

4PpropriAte speech acts liste above. The codin§1-eliabi3.1.tI,J for

the markers above Yids ,:82 or better.

. .

The markers for ,encoding speech, events were misspellings

04,ing 4nd B;4ddehey, 1900), iirbles such as "wuz" (McDonnell and.

Osburny 1900) double images tfrom copying over- letterspLshifts

from cursive to printing (at least two letters), and non

'ohetorical fr4gmentSc". The coding reliability for. encoding mark-,

es was -86. The 1.4.1co.71ing index was Calculated by dividing all

encoding markers by 'total words.

4mitdding WilitilTa

.

Five students_for whom scores were. available on' the essay,

the lettery and a reading iind-mechapics test i4erse seleated to he

video-taped while' the students wrote two essaws.-:---Two of the stu-

dents had top scores, two had bottom scores, and one had middle'

scores (1) on the essay, 7 on the, letter) . The students wereNN

given all L.1le time they needed, none exceeding fifty minutes on

either of the two topics. One of the topics ("Describe a favor--

_-ite place, telling why i t is a favorite"). had the.same format as

.previous exam questions, and the other topic was individualized,

based on the individual interests of the students-( "Explain why

women should be drafted...Why X is a better book than Y") . The

subjects were video-taped with two cameras, one an overhead, and,

as a result, the screen showed the actual writing on the pa0e,

with a small profike shot in the corner of the screen.
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The tapes were coded for lencith and location of pauses, the

-type .of revisions made, and the number of words skipped when the

writer moved back in the text to make a revision. These 'timed

pauses occurred in seven ,locations: those in the mi.dd].e of words

and phrases; those before phrases, siibordinators, sentences, _and

paragraphs; and before and after coordinators. In a reliability

check, the coding of the investigator and an assistant had a

correlation of .76.

In summary, the indexes for the speech events were cAlcu-

lated by counting speech' act markers, preparing 4 speech act_ _.

index (conversational distancing), And Adding together appropri7

ate indexes of speech Acts. Recurrent markers were divided by

tbtal words. One time occurrences (titles) were not. All .papers

were scored for competency on a 2-12 scale, and scores and coding

procedures were checked for reliability. In addition, five writ-.

ers, representing top, middle, And bottom levels of competency..

were video--taped while writing. Revisions and pauses were coded,

and coding reliability checked. Finally, the social validity of

the writing exam .was established in :meetings of parents and

teachers, and the scoring scale was judged for generali.thability

by 106-teachers in five other cities.

ReSulial

buga bii L

Two ,rimary7tests were used to support this hypothesis,

Although the' vidence for each of the su'osequeilt hypotheses con-
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tribute 0.dditional support for Hypothesis I. .
Two -tests for this

hypothesis were (1) the consistentdireCtional effects of the

different speech acts within conversations and presentations and

(2) the Schefferprocedure for identifying pairs of groups which

showed statistically significant differences at pf.05 or beyond.

The individual speech acts within aigiven speech event were not

consistent with each other in their- directional effects, either

up, down, or curvilinear.

The Schefe procedure showed a significant difference-

between essay groups 1 and 2 and 3. and 4 in presentational'

markers and no significant difference in these markers in groups-

2 and 3 (Table 2). In conversational markers in the essay the

Scheffe procedure showed no significant differences . between

adjacent groups. However, in letters the Scheffe procedure

showed a significant difference in. conversational markers'

Ametween groups 1 and-2. (Table 3). Also in letters, all pairs of

adjacent groups differed significantly. in presentational

markers.

In summary, although speech acts do not have a consistent

directional '. effect. within speech events, the speech events

themselves may be a source of the underlying structUre which:

distinguishes , one score category from - another in some

instances but certainly not all. For instance, the frequency of

presentational markers does provide a significant distinction

betWeen all pairs of adjacent groups in letters and between

groups 1 and 2 and 3 and 4 in essays.

Hypothesis II
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The second hypothesis suggested that the district

evaluation scats;. would distribute. the speech events structuring

writing In a developmental sequence. This hypothesis would

predict that encoding markers would dominate the bottom group

and that some encoding probAems wOuld increase and others

decrease in the movement from group i to 2. Table 2 (bottom)

1

shows the dramatic decrease--from group 1. to group 2 in encodine.

-A similar drop took placJe in Letters. In addi,ti'on3 the kinds of

encoding problems changed from group 1 to 2. Table 5 shows the

increase in 'punctuation problems from croup 1 to. 2 and the

decrease of inflection problems. These are revisions made by-

the five case study students who were -video-taped. The

inflection revisions, requiring attention to a small area

page, were subject7-verb_agreement chahges (changing subject or

verb), apostrophes, and tense. The puilctuation problems

required marks.in more than one place (items in a series, non-

restrictive clauses) and clause punctuatidn such as introductory.

and .independent claLSes.

In addition, the five case study students at different

.score .1eVels dfffered in the allocation of ;their- pauSes -while

writing. AMorCg the: three score levels represehted by the, five

students, the bottomgroup hacLthe highest average pause time

(13.7 seconds) allocated for'small units and the lowest (16.2

seconds) for the large units. This tends to 'support the

compensatory principle thatif attention Must be alloCated to

small units, attehtional capacity may-not-be available for large

units. However, the results from the other'scare levelt suggest

that a small difference in average pause time on small units may
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ME = a bc7 Cliff o. Another-iridication o+ the size of the

unit being processed was the recursive span, how many words back

did the writeeskip to make revisions. The top writers had
4

maximums of 8 and 15. The bottom writers"ha.d.,2 and 3.

The stability of the chunk is another indication of

development,. and an indication 9+ this stability is the

standard deviatidn inthe time of the pauses. The greater . the

.(10., the greater the instability. The higher group (Table 4)-

had,a relatively 'tow standard deviation. The middle group had

the larger standard deviation, and this is consistent within

other trends showing this group with increases in large un

problems (*Table 5) _

Other indices- s of the relationship between the speeCh

events and the scoring scale are the one-way ANOVAS showing- the

interaction between speech event markers and_scdringcategories.

Conversational markers had a significant interaction (p <.05 or

beyond) of F=3.555 in essays and F=6.798 in letters:. Converse-

tional markers explained .(eta squared) only percent of the

variance in essays (.045) and only 9 percent of the variance iii

letters (.094). Presentational markers had significant'

interaction (p <.05 or beyond) of F=51.951 in essays and .F=51.281

in letters. Presentational markers explained (eta squared) 417_
.

X.411) of the variance_ In essays and 437. (.438) o1 the variance

in letters. One. of the reasons for the low explained variance .
,

Of conversational markers is the fact that the explained

variance is insensirtiVe to associations -which deviate' from

'linearity. The distribUtion of conversational markers An essays

22
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is roughly curvilinear or U-shaped.

Among the' other, speech 'events, :conversational: markers.

had their highest point in essays in group 2 and dominated group

4 in letters., Presentational ,markers dominated in 'the top

group in essays and eycept for the middle groups in letters

moved up cons'istently on the scoring sdale.
4

These trends in, the. evaluation scale were reflected in the

, grade level data from grades 4 12 ( 1977 -1978 The

grade level data were arranged into four ..groups

4,5/6,7,8/9,10111/12. Encoding means were .042 in grades 4.-S

and then 'dropped to .038,.024,- and .015. The conversational

markers from grades 4-5 to 12 were w15,..24, .23' and .13. Pre-

sentational markers, on the other hand, were 4.2, 3.3,' S.1, and

4.8. In summary) then, thedistrict's evaluation scale appears,

to parallel developmental trends.

HypothesiSrIII

The differential use hypothesis was tested by collecting

sample letters and essays from the same students in 1980'. .For

1980 :letters, the' mean for conversational markers was 3.6

(1=3.6848), and the mean fOr presentational markers was 1.4

(X=1.4458) . For .the 9E0 essays, the conversational (bean was

.36, and the presentational mean was A.87. -From bdttom to top,
o

conversational markers in 1980 were 1.8,2.13,4.3, and 4.8. In

other words, all the sCore groups increased their conversational

markers in.the Shift .1'rom the essay to the letterd.

to another- test of the interaction-between- speech event

markers And task (letter or essay), the two-way ANOVA indicated
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a significant :interaction .(13 ,Alatth,conversational markers

showing F=1.99.712 for paPer. type (fetters or, essays) and F=2.304

for score category, And with presentational markers. 'showipg

F=14.230 for paper type And F=47. e3 far score Category. In the
,

multiple_ classification analysis, paper type accounted. for .31%

(eta sciluared).of the. variance among conversational markers and

score categories only accounted fdr In presentational

markers, on the other hand, score categories.accouhted fdr 36%

of the variance and paper type, only 17..*

summary, in the. shift from essayc'to letters. there is 4-

substantial change., in the,use_ of conyersationa4

almott no change_ in presentational markert.

presentational markers do charnels substantially as the .scores

increase. In both letters and essays

DISCUSSION

markers and

However,

The ritual speech event was kept in the hypothesis even
-

though the conception contributed nothing to the. analysis thus

far,, because,many of the. top essays had qualities of detachment

and organizational structure_ that',gave them a- distinctive

quality. The one indication of this.special_quat.ity.is the very

high mean (X=8.25) .for presentational markers in the top group

of essays. The, second reason for keeping ritual. speech events

in the formuiati.on,is that secondary schools in the upper grades

often proi4ct the. research -paper, complete :with many of the.

ultimate challenge_of itteracy. in

events, if not present, are always

traits o+ ritual, as- the .

other worcis, ritual speech

there_in thcfuturalior many secondary. students
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The-. findings of the_. study suggest that the structure of

wiriting at various competency 1evels-may result more from the

interaction of speech events than from a single, dominant speech.

event. In such a.view, the structure. of a writing sample is in

its speech event layers and their relationships. 07,lowever

speech event dominance is important. Students do shift their

speech event markers when they shift from'essayS' to letters.

Finally, the. scoring scale- does appear to reflect the-

developmental sequence -- from encoding-to conversations and

presentatIons-

sPeech events might be_a useful way of-understanding

the contradictory demands of writing for aany students. First,

there is the rule. of eXpressibility (empress yourself) and the_

rule- of clarity (be clear). The rule of expressibility is

followed: inconversations, but the rule of clarity is folloUed

in presentations. Approximations (sort of) are soc).able but not

presentational.. Second, there. is the rule of readability (make

it easy to read) end the_rule_of efficiency (omit needless

words). Again, the formerjs'related to conversational rules

and .tha latter to presen ions.' For the studeht trapped in

//
encoding problems, these rules belohg to another world. Studies

such as this one may

i
provide a usefuleminder that the writing

problem is not the sad for all students. For some the problem

is'devel-optng convey ational.4.fluency for other presentational-

focus and for Stiy. others ritual forirr.
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TABLE 1

Fa11 1972 I 1,1001 Essay I 4-12 I 82 I Hypo II I ,

_1 1 1- _1 .L i

...5Eximl_122.13.1_1./2.015uu_1,_6=12_1,._____22.1._AJurea_II.
1

Spring I9801 3,8191 Essay 1 9 1 116 I Hypo I. 1

-1 i. -1 '..1 1. 1

_ScItiuU_12U11_4..(11..._Eay...1...___2.....1.....;__111_1__Burt(11....____I
SprirKI 19801 4,1001 Letter'. 9 1

99 1 Hgpo III I

I .1:. .1 1 1 1.

__Srenin5...121311.....A.2MQ1__Lattgrl_ ..2.....1__1Q2_1___Higm_III___1-
,7-

TABLE 3

Does the Scheffe Test Show Pairs of Score Groups Significantly
Different in the Frequency of Conversational Markers in Letters?+

Combined
Group 1 29 .8020 .6709 .1246 .5468 to 1.0572

Group 2 69 1.4469 .8622 .1038 . 1.2398 to 1.6540

Group 3 76 , 1.4392 .6802 .0780 1.2838 to 1.5946 ,

Group 4 26 1.6354 .8258 .1619 1.3018 to 1.9689

TOTAL 200 1.3750 .7984 .0565 1.2636 to 1.4863

+ Group 1 No Low; Group 4 High

In the combined dta for letters,lhe following pairs of groups are significantly different in frequency of

conversational markers: 1-3, 1.2, 1-4 (at the p(05 level or beyond).

TABLE 4

How Much Pause Time Do Different Score Groups
Allocate to Encoding Problems with Units

of Different Sins?

Small Units X Score Categories

Gr Oup Count Mean S.D. S.E. Minimum Maximum

I (Low 2.4) 4 13.7346, 2.3162. 1.1581 . : 12.4524 17.2045

II (Middle 6-7) 2 13.1659 2.6590 1.8802 11.2857 15.0462

III (High 9-11) 4 10.3326 1.2647 .. .323 11.9333

Total 10 1'2.2601 2.4304 .7686 8.9333 17.2045

Large Units X Score Categories

Group Count Mean S.D. S.E. Minimum Maximum

1 (Low 2.4) 4 16.2321. 11.3987 5.6993 6.3333 32.2619

II (Middle 6.7) 2 41.11750--1-6-.-6759- -1-1-.-7917- ---30.0833-' 53.6667

III (High 9.11) 4 35.1005 5.8047 2.9024 27.2778 40.1805

Total 10 28.9080 14.5348 4.5963 6.3333 53.6667



,TABLE 2

Analysis of Presentational Markers
In Essays from 1980 to 1981

Combined
1 _(low) 44 1.4558 .7602 .1146 1.2247 to 1.6869

2 78 3.3831 2.5855 .2921 2.8001 to 3.9660

3 65. 3.9951 1.8188 .2256 3.5445 to 4.4458

4 (high) 40 8.2515 4.3343 .6853 6.8653 to 9.6377

TOTAL 227 4.0426 3.3399 .2217 3.6058 to 4.4794

In the combined data for essays, the following pairs of groups show significint differences in the fre-

quency of presentational markers: 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-4, and 3-4 (at the KOS level or beyond).

Analysis of Conversational Markers in Essays
From 1980 and 1981

.COmbined
Group 1 44 .5073 .5582 .0842 .3376 to .6770

Group 2 78 '.5166 .9486 .1074 .3027 to .7305

Group 3 65 .3182 .3672 .0455 .2272 Co .4092

Group 4 40 '.1534 .1786 .0282 .0963 to .2105

TOTAI. 227 .3940 .6551 .0435 .3083 to .4797

+ Group I Low; Group 4 High

The two groups showing a significant difference in the combined essays are groups 2 and 4 (at

the pf.05 level or beyond).

What Pairs of Score GroupsShow
Significant Differences ih Encoding Problems?

Sebeffe: Essays for 1980 awl 1981

Groups No. Mean S.D. S.E. 95% Conf. Int. for Mean

I (2-3) 44 .2066 .1101 .0166 .1731 to .2401

II (5.6) -78 .0746 .0389 .0044 .0659 to .0834

III 65, .0410 .0296 .0037 .0336 to .0483

IV 40 .0192 .0143 .0023 .0146 to .0237

Total 227 .0808 .0856 .0057 .0696 to'.0920

The groups that show a significant differences at the pf.05 level. or beyond were 1-4, 1-3, 1.2,
and 2-3.

TABLE 5

The Frequency of Inflection (Small Units)
and Punctuation Problems (Large Units)

Score Group Inflection Punctuation

ESSAYS
I (2-3) .0157 .0152

11 (3-6) .0101 .0218

111 (8-9) .0076 .0161

IV (11-12) .0011 .0139

(n 218) '1.4 iv

LETTERS
1 (2-3) .0233 .0153

11 (5-6) .0088 .0204

III (8.9) .0025 .0109

IV (11.12) .0005 , .0080

(n 210) '1-4,1-3,1.2 '2.3,2-4

Pairs,of groups which show significant difference of the KOS level and beyond.
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